
Timeline: Theater Of The Bloody Tongue and Crossovers  v.5
TOBT: Theater Of The Bloody Tongue
APP: Ariane's Private Place
Italic: First appearance of  a new character or important feature

synopsis, important events Sources, chapters:

Ariane is on stage in the Black & Blue Garter Club, the Tar Pit 
Revue and other Nightclubs in London, Soho.  Ariane also 
joins the Bad Moon Club with Ritchie the Ratcreature, Uncle 
Greedy, Dr. Weisenstein and The Red String. Late 1960s

TOBT:  Behind The 
Scenes (Paperback only)
Bad Moon Soho 
(Webcomic)

Ariane's Roommate Betsy dies of  an drug overdose. TOBT: My Girl Is A Cryptid

Ariane joins the short-lived Total Theater Terror Troup aka 4T 
Movement. Early 1970s

backgroundinformation

Ariane plays Kitty in the german children show Erwin The 
Quantumcat.  Last episode in 1982.

Erwin The Quantumcat 
The Lost Episodes

Ariane starts doing commercial as catgirl for Chit Chat catfood.
2000s.

APP, Single comics

Ariane has an affair with russian gangster Tsarkias (by Vas 
Littlecrow)

APP, Single comics

Ariane travels to Gernsbeck the first time with Tsarkias, meets 
Vladimir Skalpelski. Meets Cleo (Cryptida) as little girl. Around
2012/13.

backgroundinformation

Ariane founds the Vaudeville Vendettas  with two other women
and starts touring. Meets Poobah for the first time and play as
side show.

TOBT: Behind The Scenes
(Paperback only)

The Vaudeville Vendettas disband in germany. Ariane founds 
the Theater Of The Bloody Tongue in London.
Somewhere around 2014.
Grinders$: Donna Panks enters the Lightbringer Studios.
Cryptida: Tarik joins the Gernsbeck Institute

TOBT: Behind The Scenes
(Paperback only)

Ariane tours with her theatre, and meets N  the Faceless One 
again, her earlier mentor and savior. First appearance of  Big 
Jock. 

Chapters I to VIII (TOBT)

The crew loses the theatre truck on a tour in germany. All 
members except Ariane leave.

TOBT: IX. Is this the end, 
my beautiful friend

Ariane tries a musician career, but fails. Meets and  befriends 
Leifi and Bursti aka Zündi and Büssi.

TOBT: X. When The Music
Is Over



Ariane gets a room in a commune in Bonn and works as 
waitress in the commune's cafe. She turns the place into a 
club. She meets Vincent Whateley  (Autuum Bay) whom she 
knew from the past. N reappears and orders Ariane to find  a 
portal in a hidden crypta. Vincent joins her.

TOBT: XI. Kommune 
Krauthobel

Ariane and Vincent leave through a portal into another world. 
They are menaced by the hostile Oddball Wizard. Vincent 
shoots him,  and Ariane summons Suttung the car demon. All 
three arrive in the city Oblivions Gate where they meet Big 
Jock, Jim Gustafson and other rock musicians.

TOBT: XII. The great 
vinyl-cover-romance
(Also as paperback)

Ariane and Vincent join the battle against the fanatic 
Giftmurkels that besiege the city. Ariane opposes the villians 
Pink, Boji Boi, Little Alex and Cousin Kevin. Introduction of  the
robot Musikmaschinist.

TOBT: XIII. Blood, Sweat 
and Snow
(Also as paperback)

The Giftmurkels are defeated. Ariane, Vincent, Ritchie, 
Musicmaschinist, Suttung and the musicians leave the city 
Oblivions Gate in a convoy.

TOBT: XIV. Beyond 
Endkampf - The Rock 
Opera
(Also as paperback)

The convoy reaches the ghostcity Endkampf. The four villians 
follow and attack the party without success. Introduction of  
"G" and Ethel Meyerlinkh.

TOBT: XV. All Along The 
Bifröst Highway
(Also as paperback)

Pink is killed by Ethel Meyerlinkh. Cousin Kevin gets killed by 
a cloudstalker. Boji Boi is shot by Big Jock. The whole party 
returns to their own worlds. Ariane has to say good-bye to 
Vincent. She returns alone to Bonn and finds the Kommune 
Krauthobel and her old friends are gone. She has a drug 
overdose and is found by Sören (Cryptida) and Hans Kröger 
who take her to Gernsbeck. Dr. Strontium (Cryptida) and Little 
Alex were send to Bonn by a mysterious coven to capture 
Ariane, but loose her track.

TOBT: XVI. Escape From 
Oblivion's Gate 

Ariane arrives in Gernsbeck and meets Kanny, Tarik, Peter 
Pech and Mira. Ariane meets Vladimir Skalpelski again who 
helps her to found a theatre and a bar in a former bowling 
club. She moves into the Red Caravan.
Ethel Meyerlinkh, now in human disguise, opens the Egg 
Imbiss in Gernsbeck.

TOBT: XVII. My Girl Is A 
Cryptid

Peter Pech tries to become an actor at Ariane's theatre. He 
fails at first, but finally Ariane makes him an actor and into her
new boyfriend, transforming him into Theater Peter. Ariane 

TOBT: XVII. My Girl Is A 
Cryptid
APP: Peter Goes Into The



ridicules Emily (Cryptida,) Peter's former spouse. Emily tries 
to get quits with Ariane, but fails.  Emily gets an offer from 
ToyCo to go to the USA. Peter's passion for the theatre gets 
him into conflict with the Institute and his colleagues, 
especially Mira. Only Clarissa Calabrini defends his new 
relation, Ariane befriends her later. Ariane moves in with Peter
and Tarik who share a flat. After an incident in the house, 
Peter leaves with Ariane. Nobody knows where they will go.
Peter and Ariane make a short visit to Peter's parents before 
they travel on. 
Ariane plans to go to the usa to do a sideshow with Poobah. 
Peter, still torn between the institute and a new life, stays 
behind alone in europe, trying to make up his mind. He sells 
his Golden Opel GT.

Theater
Cryptida: "Peter As Bela 
Lugosi"
APP: Peter Got Into The 
Theater
APP: The Emily 
Treatment
Cryptida: Emily's retreat
APP: Peter, I'll Make You 
A Man
APP: Peter, Rise And Fall 
Of  A Star

Ariane befriends the exotic dancer Naomi Valentine 
(Grinders$) in the USA who invites her to move in with Donna 
(Grinders$) and her father Don (Grinders$). Ariane 
resummons Suttung and moves into Donna's house. They 
don't get along very well, and Ariane leaves with Naomi.

APP: Witches In The 
Dreamhouse

Ariane and Naomi join Poobah on a europe tour. Ariane meets 
Peter again who comes back to her. G, who wants to found his 
own band, is traveling with Poobah.

APP: The Reformation 
Tour

Ariane brings Frankie Boy as new drummer for G's band from 
somewhere. Kaos from Poobah builds the G-Tar for G. Daniel 
Tharp has a cameo as session bass player. Cameo of  Jamie59.
Ariane is hired by Ferdinand Weishaupt for commercials 
promoting the Zeppelinwerk  and falls in love with him, much 
to displeasure of  his bodyguard Varta. Weishaupt plans to 
visit a fair in the USA to promote his zeppelin plans. Peter 
phones Babette, who's also on her way to the USA to promote 
her airship at the fair, and starts getting suspicious about 
Weishaupt. Introduction of  Hands, G's new bass player. 
Needed for a ritual, Ariane steals a kanope from the 
Gernsbeck museum while Peter distracts Kanny.  Peter 
accidently sends a selfie with him and Ariane in bed to 
Babette who's already in the USA, Emily sees it, too. Ariane, 
Peter, Weishaupt and his crew travel to the USA and visit the 
fair, where they meet Donna, Babette, Keisha, G  and several 
Poobah members. Weishaupt, who's a magician, plans to 
sacrifice Peter in a ritual with Ariane's help, but she manages 

APP: The Zeppelin Will 
Rise Again
Cryptida: A Phonecall for 
Babette



to save Peter. Weishaupt tries to kill Ariane, but gets shot by 
Michael Fortino, Varta gets arrested.

Ariane, Peter. Babette, Guillaume, Ritchie, G and his band and 
the Poobah members stay together at a trailerpark in Ohio, 
Peter wants to become a country star but fails.  After a 
farewell show, Ariane and Peter leave with Babette. G, who 
wants to do a our as sideact with Poobah later, asks Ariane to 
take hands along.
Ariane's and Peter's way back to europe, staying first with 
Babette and others in Pont De Mort, then on tour with Keisha.
Ariane leaves Peter for his own sake, and he returns to the 
institute. 

2021

TOBT: Breaking The 
Crystal Ship

Peter gets invited by Kanny to the Gernsbeck museum. 
Ariane travels to the USA to be bridesmaid of  Naomis 
marriage, where she meets Donna and others. She gets 
arrested on Jamaica, but manages to escape and returns to 
Gernsback. 

Cryptida: Butterfly Ruby
Grinders$:


